Linda Heller, Upon Accepting the AJL Book Award for Best Jewish Children's Picture Book of 1982

The Jewish Publication Society and I are very pleased and proud that you chose The Castle on Hester Street for your award; and that eighty years after my grandparents and many other Jews came to America in steerage, we are here on the Queen Mary.

My grandparents died before I was born, But as a child I loved to hear about them — How they came to America in steerage . . . (Although, of course, I didn't love that!) How they waited anxiously on Ellis Island . . . (I recommend going there. It's very moving; Walking down the same corridors; Sitting on the same benches; Then, leaving the building and seeing New York City.)

I liked to hear about my grandfather having a pushcart — And how he kept it in a garage . . . And then bought the garage . . . And many others . . . And became successful.

I liked to hear about my grandmother learning English From a tutor, And studying side by side With my mother. In Russia, my grandmother sewed for the Czarina! (People tell me that's impossible, But I believe it.) One day several years ago I wondered How would my grandparents tell me Their story? And wrote The Castle on Hester Street To find out.

One of the best things about writing and illustrating children's books is that you can follow your interests and learn so much. I have done five Jewish children's books and learned so much doing them, that I feel lucky to have had the chance. I also like the fact that I can transform my childhood experiences and memories into books for children I don't even know; and that they, too, can now know about my grandparents. Thank you.
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A Picture Book of Jewish Holidays, by David A. Adler, Holiday House, 1981.
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